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A cloud a day

"A Cloud a Day urges all of us to keep our heads in the
Jan 10,
clouds with 365 fascinating formations from Pretor-Pinney's 2020
extraordinary collection that combines cloud images with a
short piece of cloud science, an inspiring sky quotation, or a
detail of the sky depicted in a classic painting. They are
clouds to inspire a moment of calm atmospheric
contemplation each day. The book helps explain almost every
kind of cloud type in easy laymen terms"--

Jan 14,
2020

Dark skies - a journey into
the wild night
Amazon.com.

Exploding stars and
"In Exploding Stars and Invisible Planets, Fred Watson, an
Jan 14,
invisible planets - the
award-winning astronomer, presents the most up-to-date
2020
science of what's out there knowledge on hot topics in astronomy and space science,
providing a fascinating and entertaining account of the latest
research. Watson explains how to find invisible planets
around other stars, why dark matter matters, and the future of
citizen space travel, all while recounting the seismic shifts in
understanding that have taken place during his illustrious
forty-year career"--
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Father of lions - one man's "After two and a half years of ISIS occupation, and months of
Jan 10,
remarkable quest to save fighting between the militants and government forces, the
2020
Mosul Zoo was one of the few outdoor attractions still
the Mosul Zoo
standing in Iraq's second city, its inhabitants kept alive by
Abu Laith, a square-set 50-something mechanic and
passionate animal lover. As the animals began to starve under
the siege by advancing Iraqi army forces, Abu Laith, the
"Father of Lions" and his prote´ge´es and family risked their
lives to keep the animals alive.

Heaven's breath - a natural
history of the wind

How to build a dragon or
die trying - a satirical look
at cutting-edge science

Pollinator victory garden win the war on pollinator
decline with ecological
gardening - how to attract
and support bees, beetles,
butterflies, bats, and other
pollinators

Jan 10,
2020

"What if you could have your own real dragon? While that
Jan 14,
might seem like just a fantasy, today cutting-edge science has
2020
brought us to the point where it might really be possible. This
book looks into the possibilities of making living, firebreathing dragons. The world has been fascinated with
dragons for thousands of years. Fictional dragons still have a
firm place in pop culture, such as Smaug from The Hobbit as
well as the dragons in Game of Thrones and in the How to
Train Your Dragon movies.

"The passion and urgency that inspired WWI and WWII
Victory Gardens is needed today to meet another threat to our Jan 10,
food supply and our environment-the steep decline of
2020
pollinators. The Pollinator Victory Garden offers practical
solutions for winning the war against the demise of these
beneficial animals. Pollinators are critical to our food supply
and responsible for the pollination of the vast majority of all
flowering plants on our planet.Pollinators include not just
bees, butmany different typ
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Saturn

Saturn is the showpiece planet of our solar system. It may not
be the largest, nor the smallest, nor even the only planet with
rings. But it is among the most stunning objects in the sky
and is always breathtaking when seen in a telescope. This is a Jan 17,
beautifully illustrated, authoritative overview of the entire
2020
history of humankind's fascination with the ringed planet,
from the first low-resolution views by Galileo, Huygens, and
other early observers with telescopes to the most recent
discoveries

The little book of bees - an "Bees first appeared on Earth an incredible 130 million years
Jan 10,
ago. Since the time of the dinosaurs, evolutions has taken
illustrated guide to the
2020
extraordinary lives of bees these amazing creatures on a remarkable journey, and there
are now 20,000 species on the planet. The Little Book of
Bees is for apiarists, Queen Bees, nature-lovers, and bee
enthusiasts everyshere. *Learn the Story of Bees, from
Evolution to Identification. *Explore Types of and Uses for
honey. *Dive Into the World of Beekeeping. *Discover New
Ways to Support Our Bee Buddies

The North Atlantic right
whale - disappearing giants "The natural history of the North Atlantic right whale, its
evolution, biology, environment, marine life, whaling,
history, conservation and protection."--

Jan 17,
2020

To see every bird on
Jan 10,
earth - a father, a son, and When the author's father Richard was 11 years old, he spotted
2020
a Brown Thrasher, and his fascination with birds began. Now
a lifelong obsession
a "Big Lister," Richard is one of only 10 or so people to have
recorded more than 7,000 species in his notebook. This is the
remarkable chronicle of his travels across the globe in pursuit
of his fixation. It is also a thoughtful examination of the
natural world and a touching father/son story.

